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IPS PRESIDENT DON HALL
HELD FOR RANSOM BY ALIEN
The strangest things happen at planetarium
conferences. The "Bicentennial Martian/' a publicity
gimmick for Koch Planetarium in Evansville, Indiana, in
1976, recently re-appeared at the June conference of
the Southeastern Planetarium Conference, where he was
apparently taken with IPS President Don Hall (and Don
Hall was apparently taken by him).
The Martian, whose real name is Craig Caldwell
(currently in school in Florida), appeared at the
invitation of John Wharton of the Kock Planetarium.
The "capture" took place at the entrance to the
Visitor's Center at Mammoth Cave, Kentucky. Some
observers commented that the capturer and the capturee
should have remained in the depths of the cave, where
they belonged, but most participants just truly enjoyed
tourists' reactions to the event.
Wh e n the SEPA conferees returned to Western
Kentucky University, at Bowling Green, site of
Conference Director Paul Campbell's planned activities,
the Bicentennial Martian (note American flag on his
head) and Don Hall did not accompany them. No one
is quite sure what happened to the twosome, but when
you're taken, you're taken.

***************************
hEADLINE FOR SPRING '79 PLANETARIAN

Material is now being accepted for the Spring, 1979 issue
of the Planetarian. Closing date is January 2, 1979.
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I must share some thoughts with you. I just finished
together the photo collage you see in this issue of our Wcishin(~ton
meeting held this past summer. As the collage
shape,
me relive the hectic activities, the unhurried opportunities
good talk, the joy of seeing old friends and the thrill
new ~nes, the excitement of visiting places
interest
nation s capital, and the deep sense of professional satistcwtilon
gained from the knowledge that I am a member of
established organization of International scope. Yes, In1:enlat.iorlai.
The fact that the word is capitalized is no accident. Our
friendship and affiliation now officially stretch across
ocean.
To you, our new friends in the British Isles
European and Mediterranean areas, let me add my
welcome. Through the kind offices of Associate Editors
Murtagh in Ireland and Dennis Sinopoulos in Greece, please
free to share in the interchange of ideas expressed in this journal.
I invite you to be a vital part of it! Tell us about your philosophy
of programming. How does it differ from ours? How is it
Share your successes with us, as well as your
Above
tell us about yourselves! Share! Comrnunic~ate
I am so enthused and excited as
know I will succumb to my propensity
prose. I promise not to give in to the
get a couple of very important things
The first is that your Planetarian will, in the not too
future, have a much more international flavor in keeping with
expanding readership. I am going. to have some expert help
achieving this. Let me take this opportunity to announce to
that in addition to Terence Murtagh and Dennis Sinopoulos,
Wieser and Jacques Dumas will act as Associate Editors
Canada, while my new friend Maximo Lacro, Jr. of the Philippines
will act as Associate Editor for the Far East.
The second thing that I want to tell you is that the papers
which were read at the D.C. meeting, both invited and submitted,
will not appear in future issues of the Planetarian. Rather,
will be· published as a separate "Proceedings." I will, though,
publish the submitted papers, which were not read because of
limitation of time, in future issues of the Planetarian. In this
everyone who contributed to the success of our meeting will
his effort in print, while the rest of us, including those who could
not attend two concurrent sessions at the same time, or
could not attend the meeting at all, will be informed
everything that was said and transpired.
The future of IPS looks as bright as the absolute magnitude
of a quasar and . . .oh, oh, I'm so enthused and excited
impulse to pour out the prose is getting stronger and stronger.
better start to pull the paper out
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Almost everyone will agree that books are one of our
important educational resources. And again, almost everyone
agree that some books are more useful than others. William
said in 1672, "A few good books is better than a library.
are the "good books" in astronomy?
I recently had the opportunity to develop a
initial library of a planetarium and small observatory
country outside of the United States. The
desire to provide printed materials for a
range of interests
levels of competency. Given enough money, this is easy.
indiscriminately buy everything. The second stipulation
the task by setting a limit on the amount of money that could
spent for the library materials.
In order to proceed with the task in an orderly and logical
fashion, I divided the bibliography into five
category represented a distinguishable type of resource book.
number of books in each category represented either the depth
the materials or the diversity of possible subjects within
category. The five categories selected were (l) Star Charts
Catalogues, (2) Textbooks, (3) Subscription
Technical/Reference Books, and (5) General Information.
I selected eight books for category 1
H. A.
Stars
A New Way to See Them and the Hubbard
Seasonal Star Charts. The former has never been a
but it has been popular enough with others to warrant
twenty editions. The latter set of charts are my favorite
terms of usability, The other books were recommended n.,.irYH,rilu
an aid to the users of the telesc~pe.
Category 2 included six (6) textbooks.
Exploration of the Universe was chosen because of its
depth of coverage of astronomical topics. Ronald Oriti's and
Starbird's Introduction to Astronomy was chosen because
easier style and because of its treatment of related subjects such
mythology, astrology, and the UFO
I also included
own Naked i Astronomy because
its
on the geocentric
(planetarium) view of the universe. The other three books
hard choices because of my lack of real
among the
total number of textbooks available.
The Subscription Items list was the easiest to decide upon.
decided that every astronomical library should
as a
subscriptions to Sky and Telescope, Astronomy, The
Handbook, and The American Ephemeris.
My nine selections for the category of
Books
included The Astronomical Dictionary in Six Languages
unfortunately does not include Spanish), The Dictionary of
Astronomical Terms by Ake Wallenquist, and the Astronomy Data
Book by J. Hedley Robinson. The· other six books involved the
areas of observing techniques, astrophotography,
photometry, and radio astronomy.
The last category was that of General Information. This category
differed from the textbook category in that these books dealt with
more specific topics such as the history of astronomy,
archaeoastronomy in Pre-Columbian America,
astrophysics, and stellar evolution. Eleven books were selected
clusion in this category.
Continued on page 16, column

SCIENTIFIC RETURNS FROM A PROGRAM
OF SPACE MISSIONS TO COMETS
A. H. Delsemme

EDITOR'S NOTE
Dr. Armand Delsemme writes on the topic of a
mission to intercept Halley's comet with great authority.
As the author of over 100 research papers and books
on comets and as a former Chairman of the
International Astronomical Union's Commission on
comets, Dr. Delsemme is one of the world's foremost
authorities on comets. In addition to his general
commentary expertise, Dr. Delsemme has been involved

with the Comet Intercept Mission virtually since its
inception. He served as a member of NASA's Comet
Halley Science Working Group, the team of scientists
which defined the goals and scientific return to be
expected from such a Mission.
The second part of his article, "NASA's First
Comet Mission," will appear in the Winter issue of the
Plane tarian.

SUMMARY
The scientific return of a program of cometary
missions would improve our understanding of most of
the following topics: nature and size of interstellar dust;
its origin and evolution; identification of new interstellar
m 0 lecu Ies; cl a r i f i cation of interstellar chemistry;
accretion of grains into protosolar "cometesimals"; role
of a T Tauri wind in the dissipation of the protosolar
nebula; record of isotopic anomal ies, better preserved in
comets than in meteorities; cosmogenic and radiogenic
dating of comets; cosmochronology and mineralogy of
meteorities, as compared with that of cometary samples;
origin of the earth's biosphere. therefore the origin of
life. Many unsolved problems related to cometary
phenomena would also probably receive a final answer,
like the understanding of the ionization mechanisms in
comets, or the behavior of magnetized plasmas in space.

Such a cometary program WOUld, typically, require
about three rendezvous miSSions of progressive
complexity; for instance, the second would require a
successful docking; the third a sample return. If such a
program is to be attempted before the end of this
century, not many opportunities are available. Comet
Halley is by far the best target for a first comet
mission. It is the only reliable comet to display the full
range of cometary phenomena.
Although two orders of magnitude fainter,
short-period comets Giacobini-Zinner (1983, 1990, 1996)
and Encke (1985, 1988, 1992) have the orbital
reliability for other cometary missions. Comet Encke is
probably the best candidate for a sample-return miSSion,
if it is to be preceded by an exploratory docking
mission.

I. INTRODUCTION
A program of space missions to comets may be
justified by both strong scientific and public appeal. For
this reason, before speaking about its scientific returns,
I'd like to say a few words about its public appeal.
In the specific context of the planetary
exploration program of the 1980's, I believe that the
major mystery, that has the strongest public appeal, is
the question of how and why life has appeared on the
earth, where it has (or could have) happened elsewhere
in the planetary system, and whether the conditions
needed to make life appear on the Earth were a natural
and automatic consequence of the origin and evolution
of the solar system.
In spite of the fascinating interest of the Viking
landers' findings on Mars, they have brought, rightly or
wrongly, a kind of anticlimax to the laymen's hopes of
finding clues about life and its origin within the solar
system. Those who believe in this anticlimax have
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certainly not pondered about what we are beginning to
guess about comets. First, among the heavenly bodies,
comets seem to contain the largest fraction (about one
half) of the H, C, N, and 0 molec ules already in almost
the' right proportions for life. Second, their analogy with
carbonaceous chondrites suggest that they, also, already
contain prebiotic amino acids (contrarily to the Martian
soil). Third, their highly elliptical trajectories introduce
wide fluctuations in their crust temperature and in their
ultraviolet irradiation that may be the prerequisites
needed to induce a prebiotic evolution. The crucial step
from amino acids to viruses is the one that we
understand the least, and it is not unlikely that it could
be somewhat clarified by cometary exploration. Fourth,
it is not unlikely that a comet bombardment on the
primitive Earth is the major or the only source of the
biosphere (atmosphere, oceans, and soil). Fifth, if
comets are the source of the early life on Earth, it is

likely that this source of life has not dried up, and is
still operating under our unsuspecting eyes. NASA's U2
aircraft has collected cometary dust floating gently in
the upper atmosphere, demonstrating that right now,
cometary viruses could easily survive an atmospheric
entry. Hoyle and Wickramasinghe are proposing exactly
that, and they are now checking the possibility that
previously unknown viral infections have been
periodically brought about by cometary dust. This
hyf:>othesis gives a new dimension to the sudden world
appearance of a new type of flu (that has been
repeatedly observed) and a new twist to the medieval
belief that comets are bad omens! Even for those who
remain skeptical, the possible consequences are so large
that the verification of this bold hypothesis alone could
justify for the public a strong space program of
cometary missions.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Before reviewing the scientific returns from a
program of space missions to comets, it is proper to
summarize first what we know about comets.
A.
Cometary Chemistry
The spectacular display of a comet's tail-that can
be occasionally larger than one hundred million miles-is
produced by the decay in the solar heat and light, of a
tiny object (tiny at least for astronomers) that we call
the cometary ttnucleus." It may be a couple of miles in
diameter, and it can be described as a cold mixture of
dust and snows, not only of water snows, but also
snows of solidified gases of a gamut of volatile
molecules mainly made of Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen,
and Oxygen (H, C, N. 0). In short, the cometary
nucleus is a ttbig dirty snowball." We have observed
more than six hundred different comets so far, and we
believe that there might still be billions of them, bound
to the solar system but too far away to be directly
detected.
Based on orbital as well as on abundance
considerations, cometary nuclei have been found to be
the most pristine bodies still around in the solar system,
which makes them the probable building blocks from
which most or all of the planets have been made.
B.
Orbits
Let's first summarize orbital evidence. The primary
soucce of comets seems to come from a big reservoir
gr a v itationally bound to the solar system which
therefore participates in its moving. This reservoir of
comets is called the 'tOort's cloud." These comets orbit
far beyond Pluto but can be perturbed so as to pass
close to the sun. Some comets decay fast in the solar
heat and either leave inactive comet nuclei, probably
represented" by the ttApolio Amor" objects, stored on
unstable orbits that eventually hit a terrestrial planet, or
they decay into gas and dust, that eventually falls into
the sun or is recycled to interstellar space, depending on
its size.
Gas density is extremely low in Oort's cloud. No
model has ever been described where its density could
become high enough to accrete cometary nuclei in

reasonable times. However, since comets are
gravitationally bound to the sun, we believe that their
origin is closely connected in time and space to that of
the planetary system, and that a mechanism of some
sort must have transferred the newly-born comets into
the Oort's cloud, where these pristine objects have been
stored until now, in the deep freeze of space.
C.

A Possible Scenario of the Origin of the

Solar System
Let's look more closely into the problem of the
origins (Fig. 1). At this stage, all our scenarios are
uncertain and can be contested. To simplify my
discussion, I will stick to a plausible scenario, and will
neglect some of the recent variations proposed
Cameron. If the solar system was formed by the
contraction of an interstellar cloud, the interstellar
grains present in the cloud followed suit, got covered by
HCNO ices when the cloud became cold and opaque,
but the subsequent heating of the cloud from its final
contraction «processed" the icy grains. Some were
probably totally vaporized; they are now in the sun.
Some were heated enough to lose their icy mantles;
they accreted in rings within the mid-plane of the
nebula, and because of gravitational instabilities, formed
those _ planetesimals that accreted eventually into the
terrestrial planets; but those that were not heated
enough to lose their icy mantles, presumably in the
outer parts of the nebula, formed cometesimals (or
pristine comets), containing roughly as much HCNO
molecules as metallic silicates; in other words as much

MOLECULES AND GRAINS:
FORMATION IN INTERSTELLAR SPACE
ALSO: EJECTION BY STARS

STRONG

4..1 - - -.....

THERMAL PROCESSING

- + WEAK

OR NIL

LAST STAGES OF
ACCRETION

EJECTION OF MINOR BODIES BY
GIANT PLANETS' PERTURBATIONS AS
BY-PRODUCTS OF THEIR ACCRETION

Figure 1
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E.

volatile snows as non-volatile dust. These comets were
assumedly the building blocks of the giant planets.
The important fact is that in this scenario, the
Oort's cloud becomes a necessary consequence of the
accretion mechanism: the perturbations of the giant
planets, as soon as they had developed a
gravitationally-significant core, ejected minor bodies out
of the solar system, and changed the orbits of the
cometesimals into the Oort's cloud. Doing so at random,
a good fraction of these cometesimals were ejected by
going through the inner solar system, and their collisions
with the terrestrial planets deposited a veneer of
cometary HCNO on these planets.
I have. recently (see Fig. 2) presented evidence
that comets have kept much more volatiles than any
other body of the solar system, if we exclude the giant
planets where gravitation has probably played a large
role.
D.
Comets and the Origin of Life
As a matter of fact, the HCNO abundances in
comets (Fig. 2) seems to be in the same general range
as that needed to develop the delicate chemistry of life;
in particular, it seems an excellent mixture to make
amino acids. In Fig. 2, I have represented life by the
standard chemical analysis of protoplasm, normalized for
oxygen
10. Comets and meteorites. known as
"carbonaceous chondrites" seem a much better source
for the biosphere (oceans and atmosphere of the earth)
than Jupiter's atmosphere or the crust of the terrestrial
planets.
Do comets contain amino acids? Nobody knows,
but from the present data on C I chondrites, it is
tempting to predict they do.
In cometary spectra, we do not see the molecules
that sublimate from the nuclear ices, but only fragments
(a tom s and radicals) left over by their violent
interaction with the solar light and the solar wind. Only
recently has radio astronomy been able to detect parent
molecules, namely HCN, CH 3CH, and H2 0. In Toledo,
we have developed circumstantial arguments suggesting
that CO 2 is also one of the major constituents.

comets,
can be guaranteed
the Oort's
pristine surface. Unfortunately, we cannot use them for
a cometary mission, because we discover them
six weeks, or at best six months, before their
perihelion passage.
Oort has established the
differentation linked with cometary
The Qbserved brightness, B, of comets
distance from the sun, R, according the
BOR- N. The average exponent of their
grows with age. For new comets, N averages
old comets are described by N values of about
periodic comets, N = 4.2 gives the best
Connected with the sublimation theory of the
N tells their average temperature of sublimation.
turn, the temperature variation can be
fractional distillation of the snows in the upper
of the nucleus; do not forget however that the nucleus
and that
may remain extremely cold
interstellar grains might possibly be found by
couple of feet in the most extinct comets.
F.

Possible Choices for a

dusty

Comet Halley shows a
range of
tail, plasma tail, C2 + eN coma,

expanding halos, etc. In the present state of our
ignorance, we believe that these signs mean that
still is a rather young comet, if not
that
is the best choice for a first cometary mission, since
can rely on its orbit, and since it is about 100 times
bright as the best two other op
Giacobini-Zinner and Encke. For instance, we believe
that comet Encke is a very old comet, since its
decay has been observed during the last two
but we have no way of
whether the scientific
return of such a mission would be marginally
considerably lower than that to

ELEMENTAL ABUNDANCES IN SOLAR SYSTEM
(NORMALIZED TO SILICON = 1

SUN
JUPITER?
SATURN?

EARTH'S
C I
CRUST
CHONDRITES
****

URANUS
NEPTUNE

COMETS
***

100*

15

1.5

0.04

21.2

PROTOPLASM

H

30,000

C

13

2**

3

0.7

0.02

2.1

N

3

??

0.1

0.05

0.0001

0.3

0
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7.5

2.8

Si

?

21

1

*Polodak (1976), consistent with **Owen and Cess (1915)
***Delseme (1977); ****Mason (1911); *****Normalized to Oxygen
Figure 2
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III. SCIENTIFIC RETURN
OF A M

PROGRAM

Let's consider in detail what would be the
scientific return of a mission program to comets. I say a
miSSion "program" because I believe that, in order to
achieve a large fraction of the items I am going. to
discuss we need at least two and probably three
mission's, including one or two successful dockings to
the nucleus and one sample return of volatile snow and
dust. If we do that, we'll have so many new answers
and so many multidisciplinary connections, that the
traditional problems of cometary physics may be
become passe and insignificant. For this reason, I want
to use the unconventional approach of ignoring them in
the first place, in order to open all interdisciplinary
connections first.
A.
Interstellar Dust and Comets
Let's get started with interstellar dust and gas. We
can reasonably assume that comets still contain
interstellar grains. Therefore we can gain some insight
on the nature and size of interstellar dust (including its
icy mantle). We can also hope that some record of the
dust origin has been preserved in grains, for instance,
through some isotopic ratios; this would tell us the
story of its origin. We hope to answer the question of
whether these grains originated in interstellar space or in
stellar atmospheres. Depending on the depth at which
we collect the dust, we might find variations in the
aging of the grains. A record of cosmic ray damages
may be preserved in the first few feet of crust of any
comet nucleus. This will possibly explain the chemical
nature of the triggering of the activity phenomena in
comets.
B.
Meteorites
Another interdisciplinary connection is that of
meteorites.
Meteoritics has been extraordinarily
successful because there are samples in our museums.
We could attain similar success with comets if we bring
back a spoonful of cometary dust and snows. The
analogy of comets with carbonaceous chondrites as given
by Herbig, is well known: they contain complex organic
molecules and if a C I chondrite were put in space, it
would vaporize in the solar UV to produce all the
cometary radicals that we observe in comets. With a
comet mission, we could search for the reason that
comets and meteors seem so similar. I believe that all
techniques developed for meteorites like
cosmochronology, mineralogy of samples, etc. will work
successfully for cometary samples. We can probably do
even better: the record of the origin of the anomalous
isotopic ratios must be better preserved in comets,
because less fractionation took place, mainly for the
important H, C, N, 0 atoms, that are one half or more
of the cometary stuff. And here, we certainly should
not neglect the prebiotic chemistry.
C.
Comets and the
Solar Nebula
Let's consider now the interrelations with the
protosolar nebula; we have two hypotheses of cometary

Either
origin that seem to disagree
cometary ices come from the icy mantles
interstellar grains or they were condensed
on
sandy grains that were high temperature condensates
the solar nebula. A third possibility exists that
been clearly expressed: the icy mantles were
destroyed but processed and modified by accretion
snowy condensates of the solar nebula. We have
to know: it is to go and check with a comet. We
settle by the same token the temperature of
formation. If we do not find any CO or
temperature was higher than
temperature of these materials.

the sublimation
is present

cometary snows, then the primeval temperature
smaller. than 100 0 K, etc. This will tell us the nature
the pristine planetesimals that were
"cometesimals," i.e., the building blocks from which
planets were accreted. We could unravel the
possible hydrogen depletion and establish whether
due to the violent solar wind of the T Tauri
the early sun, or rather to the rotation of the
Of course, we hope that this fractionation of the
nebula by different processes which are not yet
understood, is the key to explain these HCNO
that were needed later to get life started.
If chemistry is important, imaging will also
cometesimals
decisive role because these
brand-new class of heavenly bodies that we have never
seen. Perhaps comet Encke's crust will look much like
picture of the satellites of
which have the
size as cometary nuclei. But I
,-...-,.;,..,...,,-,1--,,"\1
nucleus' would look" much more
with valleys filled up with
seracs with fragile structures defying gravity
nucleus
gravity at the surface of a
thousand times lower than terrestrial
would see a forever-changing
is an
nucleus steadily
the
that drags dust away and that reaches collision less
effusion in vacuum only a few thousand miles away.
D.
Outbursts and the
of
Nuclei
and interplanetary dust. Is the nucleus like a raisin
bread? Are the raisins going to become bolides?
comets decay steadily into dust? Or do they build
either a rocky core or an icy core beh i nd a crust?
of the core? What is
What is the cohesive
role of the rotation in' the observed
What
the nature of the cometary outbursts? There have been
eleven different hypotheses proposed during the
twenty-four years to explain the origin of sudden
brightness increases called "cometary outbursts," but
single convincing interpretation has been proposed so
far. However, most of these interpretations are based
a structural complexity of the nuclear region. What does
a nucleus really look like? It is hard to overestimate the
showimpact that the first real picture would
ing for the first time an entirely unknown class
heavenly bodies. We have
that
few
only; you certainly remember the emotional
J
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when the first real pictures of Mars were substituted for
the drawings of the canals of Lowell and Schiaparelli.
This would be something of that order, that would
enlarge our awareness, our comprehension of another
fact of the universe.
E.
Cometary Transient Phenomena
Let's turn now to the study of the transient
phenomena induced by the solar wind and ultraviolet
light. The cometary tails have already been used as
probes of the solar wind; but our models are
simple-minded; we predict, but have never seen, the
"bow shock" ahead of the comet. We could detect it
easily even in a flyby mission. We also speak in terms
of a contact surface of the two plasmas, from the
comet and from the solar wind, but we know that
cometary neutrals diffuse through it unaffected because
they do not feel the magnetic field, and they can be
photoionized later; therefore none of our models is
satisfactory. We would like also to measure how the
ions are accelearted into the plasma tail and explain the
apparent wave motions seen in the tail: all this could
easily.be measured.
Figure 3 is here only to remind you that the
cometary ionosphere is a very complex animal. At this
scale, the nucleus is too tiny to be seen. The center
represents the zone where all atoms and molecules still
collide, that is, where charge-exchange reactions take
place. Practically none of the other details of this
theoretical model have ever been seen and identified for
sure. For instance, you see here the invisible bow shock
I was speaking about earlier.
F

NoTTa SCALI:.

drag and heating of dust (10 3 km)
collisional zone
(10 4 km)
supersonic radial expansion
contact discontinuity
(10 5 km)
o subsonic cometary plasma
E
subsonic solar wind plasma
ElF bow shock
(10 6 km)
F
Supersonic solar wind plasma
Adapted from Wallis and Dryer, Ap. J. 205, 895.
A
B
C.
DIE

Figure .3
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F.
come
physical
comets was all about some ten years ago, when we were
using optical spectra only. What are the parent
molecules of the cometary radicals? How are
photodissociated, ionized, transformed,
How
come so many ions are produced near the nucleus?
All
What are the mechanisms of all these
these problems should become easy if we have
sequences of mass spectrometer analyses, when we
approaching the nucleus.
We must use a careful strategy that I will
suggest. I propose moving back and forth
study the time variation of each observed transition
discontinuity as we approach the n.ucleus. The nearer
the nucleus, the more exciting the
the closer
pristine molecules, the more difficult and risky. A first
rendezvous should certainly terminate by a tentative
landing, or rather by a docking (landing has no
in a gravity field of 10-4 g), but only after all
essential experiments have been performed. The reason
is that we have to design the docking operation before
having seen the nucleus; therefore, it is more risky than
anything ever done before. The most important use of
the mass spectrometer and x-ray fluorescence
(to be discussed in an article in the next issue of this
Journal) takes place between 1000 and 100 km from
the nucleus. Beyond 1000 km, the phenomena are too
much influenced already by outside
within the 100 km, the danger of dust covering
serious.
G.
Origin of Life
I have alluded already to the origin of life.
would like to emphasize here the three connected
questions where the scientific returns seem most
First, the problem of the cometary depletions in
N versus O. We have hints that these depletions have
induced the conditions needed to reach the delicate
balance of prebiotic chemistry. Second, we should
the nature of all HCNO molecules; I believe that
will certainly find amino acids like in carbonaceous
chondrites. Ot~er scientists go further and
could find viruses. Finally, the study of all
ratios linked with all elementary depletions will tell us
whether comets or carbonaceous chondrites or both
were a late accretion veneer on the earth thus the
source of the biosphere.
'
My final Figure 4 summarizes the scientific
objectives of a cometary mission. I have listed the
science returns in front of the correlation with other
fields: interstellar dust versus cometary
interstellar gas versus cometary gases; meteorites versus
comets for the isotopic anomalies and the
origin of grains; building blocks of the solar system,
exemplified by the cometary nucleus; final outcome of
the nucleus, into meteoroids and meteorites; cometary
plasma, versus all plasmas from the bow shock of
Mercury to the magnetohydrodynamics of the
the physical chemistry of the cometary. coma
elucidate basic mechanisms and phenomena; last but not
least, the origin of life and the possible source of
biosphere, through prebiotic chemistry.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL SCIENCE RETURNS
SCIENCE RETURN:

CORRELATION WITH:
INTERSTELLAR IOUST
(STELLAR EVOLtJITION)

NATURE, SIZE DISTRIBUTION, ORIGIN,
EVOLUTION AND AGE OF COMETARY
GRAINS.

INTERSTELLAR GAS
(CHEMISTRY OF INTERSTELLAR CLOUDS)

MOLECULAR ABUNDANCES IN VOLATILES;
DISCOVERY OF NEW MOLECULES UNDETECTED
BY RADIO-ASTRONOMY

METEORITES
(ORIGIN OF
PRESOLAR NEBULA)

COMPARISON WITH PRIMITIVE METEORITES
ISOTOPIC ANOMALIES (IN PARTICULAR FOR
H, C. N, 0) COSMOCHRONOLOGY, MINERALOGY

ACCRETION HISTORY
OF PLANETS (ORIGIN
OF SO LAR SYSTEM)

BU~K NUCLEUS: CHEMISTRY, CONDENSATION,
TNEBMAL HISTORY; ANISOTROPY, MORPHOLOGY,
DIFFERBNTIATION; CORE, MANTLE, CRUST "GEOLOGY"

METEORS AND METEOROIDS
(FINAL OUTCOME OF INTERPLANETARY MATTER)

HETEROGENE~n'6S (RAISIN-BREAD MODEL)

COHESIVE STRENGTH OF NUCLEUS; SCALE OF

"ACTIVITY." DECAY, SNOW SUBLIMATION, DUST
DRAG, SIZE DISTRIBUTION frF LOST FRAGMENTS.

ALL MAGNETIZED PLASMAS
IN ASTROPHYSICS

INSIGHT IN PLASMA BEHAVIOR THROUGH INTERACTION WITH SOLAR WIND; IONIZATION SOURCE
MOTIONS, TWISTS AND NODS IN TAILS, PLASMA
WAVES

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

PHOTOCHEMISTRY AND CHARGE-EXCHANGE CHEMISTRY
OF COMETARY RADICALS: PARENT MOLECULES:
IONIZATION MECHANISMS

ORIGIN OF LIFE

ORIGIN OF DEPLETIONS 'FROM HCNO ABUNDANCES
PREBIOTIC CHEMISTRY OF HCNO MOLECULES;
SOURCE OF BIOSPHERE

Figure 4
I have' just described a very heavy program; it is
filled with ·unknowns and uncertainties. This is a sure
sign that we have just delineated a virgin territory. We
should not be afraid of all the uncertainties but be
encouraged by them. After all, if there were no
un knowns, it would not be worth doing.

MOVING?
Please be sure to give us a CHANGE OF
ADDRESS. Send old mailing label and new adc:fress to

Ronald N. Hartman,

Mt. San Antonio College
Walnut, California 91789

••••••••

IV. CONCLUSION
To remind you how Halley is historically linked
with our western culture, I will finish on a well-known
primitive image of the 1066 A. D. passage of comet
Halley) found in the 11 th century Tapestry of Bayeux,
France. Written in Latin on the Bayeux Tapestry is an'
inscription that reads "isti mirant stella," (these people
wonder because of the star). In the next scene, the
Tapestry depicts an astrologer predicting to King Harold
the bad omen brought by the comet. As everybody
knows, King Harold was going to be killed a few
months later at the Battle of Hastings. However, I
prefer the scene showing the drawing of Comet Halley.
(With some imagination, you can identify its coma, its
dust tail, and even its plasma tail, very narrow with
nods and twists in the central part of the dust tail); but
I particularly call your attention to the Normans' faces,
because they show exactly what astronomy is all about:
this wondering in front of an immense unknown
universe. Mankind has not changed in nine centuries:
there we were in 1066 A. D.; there we will be again in
1986, wondering whether Comet Halley could throw
some light on man's condition and origin.
,tt.
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A Column Devoted to the Use of the Planetarium as an Educational Medium

J
When a new effort is begun, it is appropriate to
set out its purposes and the scope of its expected
activity. I therefore will devote part of this first column
on education to just that.
Although no one seems to object to the title
"interpreter" when applied to someone who performs a
job in a planetarium, there has to be considerable
controversy about the name "educator." In fact: that
term was -recently deleted from the title of our
organization to satisfy individuals who give planetarium
service in forms other than teaching and lecturing, and
to satisfy almost entire staffs of some planetariums
which primarily serve public groups.
I believe the problem has been chiefly one of
semantics. Some regard "education" as indoctrination
with facts or concepts which in some way relates to a
formal school situation. -Admittedly, a few dictionaries
stop at this portrayal.
Then there are others (and myself with them) who
accept a wider view of the term: Education is the body
of philosophy, psychology, and methods which
facilitates the formation of attitudes, appreciations,
skills, concepts, and facts by people of all ages in all
situations. It is to this more comprehensive perspective
that this column will direct attention. The two IPS
affiliate organizations which have formal Education
Committees (GLPA and MAPS) have a!so accepted this
view of education, as can be verified by an examination
of their projects.
With this image of education in mind, the
following will be attempted in different editions of this
section of the journal:
1)
Ideas about the nature of the learning
process and the nature of learners as they
relate to planetarium and associated
situations will be discussed. Frequently, this
field is referred to as the "psychology of
learning" (in psychology departments) or
"educational psychology" (in schools of
education). Discoveries about variability of
capabilities in the population, changes in
abilities with age, and relevant
neurophysiological processes in learning will
be fruitful topics for exploration.
2)
Innovative techniques which have been
shown to encourage positive attitudes and
understanding of astronomical and related
concepts, both in the planetarium and in
supplementary endea.vors will be presented.
Mini-research and full research programs

11
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which document
particular methods are
area.

3)

Problems and concerns which are
to school planetariums or to multi-service
ser've schools will
planetariums as
considered. This space should. be considered
a forum for airing
and alternative recommendations
solutions to problems of school
education. This domain of purpose matches
the narrow definition .of education
earlier.

4)

Educational programs and sources
yet-to-be, the new, and the
plane tarion will be reviewed.

planetarians, as well as
in their education of
worthyof consideration.
encourage all who have ideas in these fields to
write separate long articles for The Planetorian.
However, I would be very
to receive
short discussions, and research abstracts
this section (complete credit, of
At this time
would like
recommendations for
districts, which also have some
programs given by multi-service
from a superintendent with forty years of
who has been through the acquisition and maintenance
of a planetarium. Dr. Richard Rea's message was
presented to a group of school planetarium directors on
the occasion of the Spring, 1978, Indiana Area
Planetarium Workshop. Gail Bouslog, Director and
hostess of that event at the Western School
in Russiaville, kindly
and transcribed the address
for me. The entire transcription
in the
issue of the GLPA Newsletter.
Summer Solstice, 1
have edited and pass on some of his comments which
feel might be of greatest interest .and value.-.
"Right now I believe we are
a
greater anti-school publicity campaign in the United
States than any I have before
years. We've had detractors before, but never this
widespread anti-school sentiment. It's
taxes. It's partially based on the
. Sometimes we get the feeling that the
suspect. A planetarium in the public

innovation. People are apt to feel that it is one of the
first things that should go, because it is expensive. But
what is more basic in the 'Back to Basics' movement
than the whole environment of the universe?
"What should planetarium directors do? They
should set up a curriculum in their school districts for
all of their students. A planetarium curriculum has
broad appeal, appeal for all youngsters. It has a service
to perform for all people. But we're going to
short-change children if we allow our programs to
become simply entertainments; they must be learning
programs. A youngster who goes through a planetarium
program must emerge with some understandings he
didn't have before. He must be a better person for
having been there. We have a philosophy in our system,
'If it isn't educational, don't do it.'
"Planetarium directors, you must convince the
teachers that what you are doing you are doing for
children, not for yourself or for others. You become a
kind of second fiddle. The program for the students is
what is important. Be very sure that you enlist the
support of the teachers. Don't let them say) 'They took
my pupils over to their planetarium.' Be sure that they
are invited to come. Be sure that they are given the
opportunity to know what you are doing with their
pupils. Make them your support. (I further recommend
that teachers assist in the planning of content for
programs.-- J.B.)
"You must also convince principals of your
programs' worth. There's not a school in this country
in which the principal is not the key person to what
goes on within his school or what involves his
students--not the superintendent; the principal. Convince
the principals.
"You must let the Superintendent and Board of
Education know what you are doing. Just now
superintendents and Boards are bombarded by more

,..

by Tom Gates

Two questions which have been of concern to a
Mi ch igan planetarian have been received by this
department:
1)
Why is June 21 called the date of the
midsummer sunrise even though it is the first
day of summer?
The American Heritage 'Dictionary defines
midsum'mer as 1) the middle of the summer, 2) the
summer solstice, about June 21. These are obviously
different dates. The term "midsummer" has two usages.
In checking back through early references, it appears
that the sun at the solstice around June 21 st, being the
mid-point of the Sun's travel from equinox to equinox
and the beginning of summer, was called midsummer as
a colloquial expression. It has stayed with us. Properly
we should not refer to the midsummer sunrise,but the
summer solstice sunrise.

attempts

to eliminate

more

things

from

the

educational program than we've seen in a
time. You may never see the
Board members. So take a little time to
outline of what you are doing for them. Be sure
someone in the central office is aware that here
viable and important part of the education of
girls. Just as the teacher says,
principal says, 'my school,' the
corporation' or 'my district,' noting speciai programs.
"Don't forget the parents and the other
the community. Many of you give community
Make those visits have a dual purpose:
entertain the audience with the program and make
those people (who pay for the planetarium) know
this is the way your planetarium is used
educational tool.
"Above all, be enthusiastic. Be a seller for
about
programs. If all else fails, 'sing' to
work. Tell yourself that. it is important, and you
than to observe
believe it. Nothing is more
education in which the enthusiasm is gone. It makes
one want to stand up and shout, 'Teacher, could you
stand to sit back and listen to yourself for an
Enthusiasm will make your programs!"
. . .Isn't that wonderfu I support for the
planetarium concept? And aren't his obseryations
perceptive? Perhaps his words will carry some
with the superintendent or superintendents with
you work.
I am currently in the process of
statement for school administrators about the value
This is a
organization of the school
project, and input has been requested from all
members. I will share the resulting statement,
completed in Fall, 1978, in a future column.
2)

If you note the exact time of sunrise
sunset when the sun is on one of
equinoxes, why aren't they
the
except for a.m. and p.m.?
We are led to believe that the sunrise and sunset
times at the equinoxes should be the same (near
p.m. standard time) because we learn that the
night periods are of equal length at that
factors prevent this:
1)
Our clocks go by mean solar
not apparent solar time.
In the time interval between sunrise
2)
and sunset at the equinoxes, the mean
has displaced itself by two minutes
(approximately) along the celestial equator.
Referring to number 1, at the spring equinox
mean sun has passed that point before the apparent
hence looking into the sunrise and sunset tables of
Observer's Handbook, we see the sunrise and sunet
times the same except for a.m. and p.m. before
equinox. At the fall equinox the situation is reversed.
Minor differences are accou'nted for
and
differences in declination between mean sun
apparent sun and the curvature of the earth's surface.

J

BY
Jane P. Geohegan
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
OVERHEARD
-Planetarian Mike Hutton of
Astronaut Hall in Cocoa,
Florida, walked by a lady
planetarian at a GLPA meeting
who was telling about a tough
a udience at her Astrology
show: "After I showed them
everything I had, they were
still disappointed." At least, he
thinks she was talking about
the show.
-Ruth Howard, Director Emeritus,
of Baldauf Planetarium in
Kalamazoo, Michigan, while
finishing up a program for
some nursing home folks, most
of whom were in wheelchairs,
heard one remark, "I don't
know why they brought us
here. They just turned out the
lights and this lady talked."
-A kindergartener did not agree
when planetarian John Wells of
Madis-on
College
in
Harrisonburg, Virginia
suggested that he had just
shown all the nighttime sky
objects. He said softly, "You
didn't show any angels."

-Jim Hooks, planetarian at Robeson
Planetarium in Lumberton,
North Carolina, received a
ph 0 ne call from a parent
whose child had visited the
planetarium that day: "What is
the idea of telling my child to
go outside and look at the
stars while naked?"
- The only question of astronomical
importance a lady could think
to ask the planetarian at Pierre
Planetarium at Clarion (Pa.)
State College, during the Q.
and A. period at the end of
the program, was, "Which way
to the restroom?"
-Paul Campbell of Hardin
Planetarium at Western
Kentucky University in
Bowling Green, has learned
(the hard way) that there are
at least two "Questions Not to
Ask a Class": "If you were
going to throw a great big
heavy bear into the sky, where
would you grab him?" and
"What do you think Orion did
when he caught up to the
Seven Sisters?" Paul leaves it
up to us to imagine the
audience response.

You have asked for a column
of this kind for some time.
Therefore, in this and in
issues, I hope to bring you a variety
of new and useful products
commercially available that you may
use in the production of your
planetarium programs. In order
make this column more valuable
you, if there is some
type
equipment about which you would
like to be informed, or if you need
more data about some piece of
equipment that has been reviewed,
or you would like to send in
user's report, please feel free
contact me at the above address.
The piece of equipment I
featuring in this issue is the Media
Mix Programmer put out by
Spindler and Sauppe.
As planetarium programs
become more and more media
oriented, the new trend is toward
automation. There are many devices
that have been constructed to aid
media production and many of these
are quite applicable to the
pIa net a ri um. 0 n e s u c h me d i a
programmer is the Spindler and
Sauppe Media Mix
Drawing from the latest
developments in electronic
technology, S&S is introducing the
programmer, a 27-channel audio
visual control device utterly unlike
anything previously available
planetarium operators.
The Media Mix
capable of simultaneously operating
three complete Dynamic Dissolve
s y s tern s (optional), assigning six
chaimels (for projectors such as the
Kodak Ektographic), plus nine
auxiliary devices (for constellation or
other on/off single slide
With the unit it is possible to
program each dissolve system for
variety of speeds, from instant-on to
a slow-dissolve of about eight
seconds duration.
In addition to being able to
program functions on dissolve
systems, the programmer also has
a vaila bIe nine auxiliary outputs
which may be used for either
momentary pulses to advance
additional slide or
proj e ct ors, or 0 n/off electrical
contacts to control motion picture
projectors, tape recorders, lights,
curtains, and the like.
Continued on. next page
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For a long time '.w e have felt that a measure of
the effectiveness of the more unique features of a
planetarium could only be made with tests conducted
under the real sky (The Science Teacher, May 1972).
However, since so many of our colleagu es in the
planetarium community have continued to use
paper-and-pencil tests, we felt we should give it one
more try. This time we decided to teach migratory
birds how to navigate.
From the mome nt we began the experiment, we
were beset with problems. After three weeks of
feathers, broken eggs, and messy carpets, a biologist
friend walked in and advised us that chickens don't
migrate.
Starting anew, we went out to the courtyard and
netted two dozen unsuspecting warblers from the
shade trees, leaving another dozen there as a control
group.
Group "A" was taken to an abandoned
classroom where a conscientious effort was made to
teach them several significant star patterns. But, there
were times when we felt they just weren't paying
attention.
Group "B" was taken into the planetarium and
shown the night-time sky, progressing from the local
latitude to 50 0 south. This experiment was .carried out
during the autumn period of migration restlessness, and
we had a recurring problem with the birds bumping
intq the dome at "Planetarium South" -which is 180 0
away from real south. Infrared photography revealed
that this happened because the birds looked back over
their shoulders while flying, apparently to keep the
north star behind them-or perhaps to keep the
planetarium director behind them.

After three weeks we attempted to administer
our paper-and-pencil test. The birds frequently balked
at having pencils taped to their foreheads, in spite
chocolate coated birdseed used as a reward.
desperation, we; injected the brains of some birds
RNA extracted from the brains of other birds
had been summarily executed for not holding their
pencils correctly. Even this was to no avail.
By this time, cold weather and snow had set
When we went out to the courtyard to test
control, they had all gone-presumably south.
Results: There were no significant differences
between the scores of the three groups on
pape~and-pencil te~.

Conclusions: Either (a) there is no difference
the effectiveness of the' planetarium and classroom
tea ching celestial navigation, or, (b) maybe,
maybe, a paper-and-pencil test cannot adequately
measure those concepts learned from studying
planetarium sky, just as it cannot measure what
learned from the real sky.

NORMAN J. DEAN and
GREGORY M. LAUCK
Bel Air Middle Planetarium
Bel
Maryland

Reprinted from The Science Teacher,@ ,Volume 42, Number.
2, February 1975 with the kind permission of the National
Science
Teachers
Association.
Copyright
1975
by
the
NATIONAL
SCIENCE
TEACHERS
ASSOCIATiON,
CONNECTICUT AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C.

WHAT'S NEW: Con't. from page 13

The unit also contains its own built-in 1000 Hz
synchronizer, a tone generator, to allow the total
a,utomation of prerecorded presentations. This feature
makes it possible to record pulses onto an audio tape
using any reel-to-reel stereo tape recorder. Subsequently,
the same synchronizing system reads these signals back
off the soundtrack for automatic control of any single or
multi-screen program. Both local and remote manual
controls are also availab!e for "live" programmed
presentations.

The entire package is built into the same housing as
the dissolve controls, and is transported in the same
carrying case. Dimensions of the programmer are 11 Y2 x
4Y2 x 8~, and its weight is only ten pounds.
The Media Mix Programmer is sold and serviced
an international network of well-trained dealers located
throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico, and
&
Europe. The address of the manufacturer
Sauppe, 13034 Saticoy Street, North
91605.

ADIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE OF MOONS OF THE SOLAR

Lee Shapiro
Quite often a planetarium show depicts what it might
be like if you were on another planet. It is important
to make that depiction as accurate and informative as
possible. The accompanying table indicates the apparent
size of a planet's natural satellites as seen from the
"surface" of' tliat planet. By surface, I mean the listed
radius of the planet, ignoring such problems as a
planet's atmosphere or that a planet may not really
have a surface as we know it. All the data used in the
calculations for the table are from Appendixes 3, 5, and
6 of Astronomy Now by Pasachoff.
The apparent angular sizes, both maximum and
minimum, for each satellite are obtained from the
following formula:
s == arc tan [ rs / ( a ( 1 ± e ) - rp )]
where s is the apparent angular radius of the satellite, rs
is the radius of the satellite, a is the semimajor axis of
the satellite's orbit, e is the satellite's orbital
eccentricity, and rp is the radiu~ of the planet.
In addition, the table also indicates the maximum and
minimum apparent angular sizes of the sun as seen from
each planet. This information combined with the
satellite's apparent size can be used to quickly tell if a
satellite will ever produce a total solar eclipse at the
planet's surface. Note that all of the moons of Uranus
are capable of producing such eclipses, though the
planet must be in one of the two sections of its orbit
where its equatoriaj plane (actually the orbital planes of

the five moons) intersects the sun.
A typical value for the apparent magnitude of each
satellite as seen from the surface of the parent planet is
also calculated. Again the effects of atmosphere are
ignored. I have used the apparent magnitude as seen
from Earth at opposition and that has been corrected to
the apparent magnitude as seen from the planet. It was
assumed for this calculation that the orbits of both the
planets and the satellites are circular. Therefore,
ms == mp + 5 log [ as / (a p - ae )]
where ms is the. apparent magnitUde of the satellite as
seen from the surface of its parent planet, mp is the
apparent magnitUde of the satellite as seen from the
Earth at opposition, as is the semimajoraxis of the
satellite's orbit, a p is the semimajor axis of the
satellite's parent planet's orbit, and ae is the Earth's
semimajor axis.
The table indicates that the family of satellites
around Saturn and Uranus would be very spectacular
sights to a visiting space traveler. It is evident that
nearly every satellite around these two planets would
not only have naked-eye visibility, but most of them
also would be very noticeable by their apparent sizes.
For trivia lovers, Triton appears larger than any other
moon seen from its parent planet; but Luna, the Earth's
moon, appears brighter than any other moon seen from
Continued on next page
its parent planet.

loP .S. members at NASA
briefing, Goddard
Greenbelt, MD, Aug,
provided an extra plus
conference.
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MOONS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Planet
Moon
Earth

Max Angular
Solar Radius

Min Angular
Solar Radius

16.27 arc min

15.73 arc min

Luna

11.58 arc min

Mars

Amalthea
10
Europa
Ganymede
Callisto
Leda
Himalia
Elara
Lysithea
Ananke
Carme
Pasiphae
Sinope

3.23 arc min

(XIII)

(VI)
(VII)
(X)

~XII)
XI)

(VIII)
(IX)

1. 78 arc min

0.87 arc min

0.54 arc min

-12.7

8.28 arc min
1.37 arc min

7.82 arc min
1.36 arc min

- 8.0
- 4.9

2.52
17.94
8.89
9.10
4.80
0.18
1.29
'0.45
0.14
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.08

arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc

min
min
min
min
min
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec

2.50
17.94
8.89
9.09
4.70
0.13
0.93
0.29
0.11
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.05

arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc

min
min
min
min
min
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec

- 4.7
-10.9
9.6
- 9.2
- 7.0
11.2
6.0
7.3
10.2
10.9
11.4
11.5
11.7

3.14
5.62
5.83
7.31
4.35
5.53
8.86
0.54
0.76
0.03

arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc

min
min
min
min
min
min
min
min
min
min

3.14
5.30
5.76
7.31
4.33
5.51
8.34
0.44
0.72
0.02

arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc
arc

min
min
min
min
min
min
min
min
min
min

- 5.4
- 7.1
- 6.8
7.9
- 7.2
- 7.2
- 6.7
- 0.5
1.8
6.5

6.88
14.81
7.44
7.60
4.96

arc
arc
arc
arc
arc

min
min
min
min
min

6.59
14.70
7.37
7.57
4.95

arc
arc
arc
arc
arc

min
min
min
min
min

- 5.1
- 6.4
4.8
- 5.0
- 4.1

19.81 arc min
0.11 arc min

- 6.8
4.2

0.80 arc min

Miranda
Ariel
Umbriel
Titania
Oberon
Neptl,me

14.94 arc min

1.59 arc min

Janus
Mimas
Enceladus
Tethys
Dione
Rhea
Titan
Hyperion
Iapetus
Phoebe
Uranus

16.72 arc min

2.93 arc min

(V)
(I)
(/I )
( III)
(IV)

Satur(l

Min Angular
Moon Radius

9.60 arc min

Phobos
Deimos
Jupiter*

App. Mag.
at Dist. ~a'

Max Angular
Moon Radius

0.53 arc min
19.81 arc min
0.79 arc min

Triton
Nereid
*Jupiter XlIII is not listed because of a lack of data.

EVALUATION: Con't. from

page 26

planetarium in identifying those exhibits which could
easily motivate or teach with slight modification.
The value of this empirical approach to
improving exhibit education can be increased if an
exhibit's educational objectives are written. A simple
card file system of exhibit objectives, a photograph or
sketch of it, and the results of such an empirical
study as suggested here would help insure future
planetarians against not having to "invent the exhibit"
again. Thus, a simple exhibit evaluation tool and
exhibit file system has been suggested for your
planetarium. Perhaps if you just sit down quietly in
the planetarium's entrance and "stop, watch, and
listen," you will see that exhibits are like "honey"
and the patrons are like "bees." Try "sweetening up"
some of your "sour ones" and the bees will Io.ve it!

'"
WHAT ARE THE GOOD BOOKS: From page 4

The selection of books for a limited astronomical
library is unquestionably a subjective undertaking. No two
people could be expected to arrive at the same number of
categories, the same number of selections within' each
category, or the same book selections. It is also probably
true that several astronomical books exist that have
gained wide acceptance among planetarians. I believe that
a limited bibliography, based as much as possible upon a
consensus would serve as a valuable educational resource
to. both old and new planetarium personnel.
In an effort to compile such a bibliography, I am
requesting that readers send me as many choices as they
wish for any or all of the above categories. The final
bibliography will be made available to IPS members and
prospective members. Contributions should be sent to:
Dr. George Reed, Earth Sciences Department, West
Chester State College, West Chester, PA 19380.
IA
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conducted by Ronald N. Hartman

Mt. San Antonio College
Walnut, California 91789

In this issue, we are pleased to publish another out~tanding
script, "Whatever Happened to Krypton, the Missing Planet?" This
is an original production written and produced by the staff of the
H. R. MacMillan Planetarium, Vancouver, B.C., with the assistance
of Dr. Michael Overden, Professor of Astronomy, University of
British Columbia.

"Whatever Happened to Krypton, the Missing Planet?" is an
intriguing scientific mystery story. It tells the story of man's
attempt to find harmony in the Universe, and what resulted when
one astronomer, Dr. Michael Ovenden of the University of British
Columbia in Vancouver, B.C., began looking for ways to discover
what he considered to be "missing harmony" in the solar system.
From the musings of Pythagoras to the whirrings of a modern
computer, the show describes in vivid detail how Dr. Ovenden
"discovered" a planet that orbited in the asteroid zone until
approximately sixteen million years ago.
The story unfolds in five scences. In scene one, seven
mighty musical chords accompany the introduction of the major
clues to the mystery story about to unfold. Visually displayed are
photographs of the surface of Mars, the planet Jupiter, Comet
West, a gravitational equation, The Titus-Bode Law, an asteroid
trail and an illustration of Pythagoras.
Scene two speaks of the music of the spheres, and includes
a modern arrangement of Kepler's notes for the ratios of the
planet's distances from the sun in musical terms.
Scene three explains the Titus-Bode Law and discusses the
asteroid belt.
Scene four discusses the two major theories used to explain
the existence of the asteroids and discusses their major flaws.

Scene five outlines Dr. Micha~l Ovenden's theory and shows
how a computer fed the principal components of the
characteristics of the masses and positions of the existing planets,
can· work backwards to give a rough approximation of how the
planets were arranged in past eras. Computer generated films show
the interaction of two and three planets when their gravitational
pulls on each other become accentuated. These films were created
for the show by Simon Fraser University.
Toward the end of the show, Dr. Ovenden's theory shows
why a planet, if indeed it ever existed, would be unstable and
explode.
Four motion picture sequences have been created for the
program. They are: (1) animation of a cartoon figure of
Pythagoras strumming a lyre and musing about the harmony of
the Universe (white on black background, to project over your
panorama), (2) computer generated film, (3) Dr. Ovenden (color,
sound-on-film), and (4) a volcanic eruption (to project over your
panorama).
Copies of the four 16mm films and the program tape are
available to I.P.S. members on 14 day loan for copying purposes
only. To obtain information on how to obtain these materials,
send a long, self-addressed and stamped envelope to Ron Hartman,
LP.S.Script Section Editor.
"Whatever Happened to Krypton, the Missing Planet?" script
and all production materials are protected by copyright
(copyright, 1977) by the H. R. MacMillan Planetarium. Permission
MUST be requested prior to use of script, tape, or other materials.
(Introductory remarks in this issue of "Script Section" include, in
part, copyrighted information provided by the H. R. MacMillan
Planetarium and printed with their kind permission.)

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO KRYPTON, THE MISSING PLAN
A Script by
H. R. MacMillan Planetarium

7700 Chestnut Street
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6J 3J9

COMMENTARY

VISUAL

AUDIO

LIGHTS AND
PROJECTORS: Blue
sky, clouds
Crossfade to
BLACKOUT

MAGNECORD: Prelude
stop tape

SLIDE: Viking photograph
showing river beds

Music up
Fade music under
Narrator

A photograph of Mars taken by the Viking orbiter.

Music up
Fade music under
Narrator

The trail' of a tiny planet traced against the background of stars.

Music up
Fade music under
Narrator

A bright comet in the morning sky.

Music up
Fade music under
Narrator

The orbital paths of the planets.

add
SLIDE: Telescopic field and
asteroid trail
add
SLIDE: Comet West
add
SLIDE: Orbital paths,
Mercury to Jupiter
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LIVE

Lecturer's introductory remarks:
SCENE ONE:
INTRODUCTION

add

SLIDE: Titius/Bode Law
and
SLIDE: Complex gravitational
equation
add
SLIDE: Pythagoras strumming
lyre

Music up
Fade music under
Narrator

Two mathematical equations.

Music up
Fade music under
Narrator
Music up

And a Greek philosopher strumming a lyre.

Fade music under
Narrator

crossfade to
PARTIAL PANORAMA: Croton
add
FI LM: Animation of Pythagoras

Unrelated objects and ideas? Perhaps. But they could also be
the clues and ingredients of a major cosmic mystery. Can the
surface of Mars, the size of Jupiter, the existence of comets and
fireballs tell us something very important about the way in which
the solar system of the sun is arranged? That's what we're about to
find out. . .
SCENE TWO:
PYTHAGORAS AND THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

Narrator

It is the year 537 B.C. Our location is the town of Croton in
southern Italy, then part of the Grecian empire. This is the home
of one of the greatest Greek philosophers, Pythagoras. The story is
told that one evening Pythagoras was playing on his lyre, a kind of
ancient harp. First he played a single note . . .

Single Note
Narrator
Single Note, one octave higher

Then he played a note just one octave higher . . .

Narrator
Two notes played

Played together, the two notes blend in harmony.

Narrator

Sound of one note

Pythagoras realized that the lengths of each string were
exactly in the ratio of two to one.
Other harmonious pairs of notes correspond to other simple
ratios of string length. Here for example, are the sounds of two
strings whose lengths are in a ratio of two to three.

add
Sound of second note
Narrator
Music comes in quietly under
voice and builds up

So Pythagoras conceived the idea that the secrets of Nature
lay in harmony. Not just harmony in sounds, but in shapes, in
colors, in smells, and in morals. The whole world was in harmony!

Music up (very classical,
full orchestra)
crossfade to
MINI LIGHT/SLIDE SHOW:
Colors, geometrical shapes,
sea shells, snow flakes, etc.,
all illustrative of harmony
crossfade to
CONIC ORRERY: Earthcentered solar system

Fade music OUT
NARRATOR

And so Pythagoras looked for harmony everywhere in the
universe. He thought that the planets gave out music as they
moved among the stars, and he called it the' music of the spheres.

Music up
Fade music under
Narrator

CONIC ORRERY: Switches to Suncentered solar system

ZEISS ORRERY:
COLOR ORGAN:
visual
ZEISS ORRERY:
COtOR ORGAN:
visual
ZEISS ORRERY:
COLOR ORGAN:
visual
ZEISS ORRERY:
COLOR ORGAN:

Saturn only
Appropriate
Jupiter Only
Appropriate

Music up
Fade music under
Narrator

With that matter straightened out, Kepler revived the idea of
the Music of the Spheres. Of course, he knew a few things about
the planets that Pythagoras didn't; such as the fact that the planets
don't move in circles, but in ellipses. And that, as a result of this,
the planets speed up when they are in that part of their orbits
nearest the sun and slow down when they are further away. This is
especially obvious in the cases of Mercury and Mars, the planets
with the most eccentric orbits.
Next, Kepler calculated the ratios of the distances of all the
planets, and converted these ratios to music ones. The most distant
of the planets known to Kepler was Saturn. This slow-moving
planet was represented by a very low G . . .

Sound of Saturn
Narrator
Sound of Jupiter
Narrator

Mars Only
Appropriaie
Earth Only
Earth visual

His students and followers believed that Pythagoras could
actually hear the music of the spheres. But then they looked upon
him as a kind of god. Pythagoras taught that if people were unable
to hear the music of the spheres it was because we had lost the
ability to hear it because it was drowned out by the noises of
civilization.
Two thousand years later, the great Johannes Kepler suggested
that the reason Pythagoras could not find the harmony of the
spheres was that he didn't understand the true relationship of the
sun and planets. As Kepler was to show, the earth was NOT the
center of the solar system, the sun was . . .

Sound of Mars
Narrator
Sound of Earth

Here's Jupiter . . .
Now, here's Mars. You can tell we're getting closer to the
sun. Also, since Mars moves in an eccentric orbit, its notes go up
and down somewhat.
The Earth . . .
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ZEISS ORRERY:
COLOR ORGAN:
visual
ZEISS ORRERY:
COLOR ORGAN:
visual

Venus Only
Appropriate
Mercury Only
Appropriate

ZEISS ORRERY: All Planets on
COLOR ORGAN: Changing colors

Narrator

Venus . . .

Sound of Venus
Narrator

And, finally, Mercury, in its elliptical orbit.

Sound of Mercury
Narrator
Sound of all planets
Fade sound under
Narrator
Fade sound OUT

cross fade to
SLIDE: Kepler (2)

crossfade to
1. SLIDE: Mercury 4 plus a
4 parts
add
2. SLIDE: Venus 4 plus 3
7
parts
add
3. SLIDE: Earth 4 plus 6 = 10
parts
add
4. SLIDE: Mars 4 plus 12
16
parts
add
5. SLIDE: 4 plus 24 = 48 parts
add
6. SLIDE: Jupiter 4 plus 48 =
52 parts
add
7. SLIDE: Saturn is 4 plus 96
100 parts

Narrator

,

crossfade to
BLACKOUT
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SCENE THREE:
BODE'S LAW AND THE ASTEROIDS
Kepler had expressed the relationships of the positions of the
planets in musical terms. About a century and a half later, another
kind of relationship was found. In 1751, Johann Titius published a
mathematical formula which accounted for the six known planets.
More important in our story, though, it pointed towards the
existence of planets yet undiscovered.
The formula goes like this.
Assume that the distance from the sun to Mercury is four
parts.
Venus is.4 plus three equals seven parts. From here on we
simply double the second number.
Earth is four plus six, equals ten parts.
Mars is four plus twelve, equals sixteen parts.
There is a gap at the place where four plus 24 equals
twenty-eight parts.
Jupiter is four plus forty-eight, equals 52 parts.
And Saturn is four plus ninety-six equals 100 parts.

Music up
Narrator

crossfade
SLIDE: Telescopic field, small disc
planet in field of stars (2)
add
SLIDE: Telescopic field showing
asteroids trails (2)
crossfade to
SLIDE: Major asteroids (2)
add
SLIDE: British Columbia
crossfade to
SLIDE: Ceres
crossfade to
FISH-EYE LENS: Planet orbits
showing paths of asteroids
prominently (2)

Wouldn't Pythagoras have been delighted?

Music up
Fade music under
Narrator

Fade music out

add
8. SLIDE: Uranus is 4 plus 192
196 (2) parts
crossfade to
5. ZOOM???? 4 plus 24 = 28
parts (small to large)
crossfade to
ZEISS: Stars
PRO J ECTOR: Telescopes field
circle scanning the sky.

Now, let's put them all together and listen to the harmonious
music of the spheres.

This impressive relationship was discovered independently by
Johann Bode, a contemporary of Titius. As a result, it is often
called the Titius-Bode Law or simply Bode's Law. But is it a law?
That's what astronomers of the time wondered. The only way to
test it was to see if it could predict undiscovered planets.
According to the law, there should be a planet between Mars and
Jupiter, yet none had been discovered.
Then, in 1781, Sir William Herschel astounded the world
discovering a new planet orbiting the sun beyond Saturn. Did
orbit fit the Titius-Bode Law?
Yes, it did . . . almost perfectly!
So now the attention of observers focused on the great gap
betwen Mars and Jupiter. Even Kepler was aware of the gap, and
he must have wondered what the harmony of the spheres would be
like had there been another planet moving there. But he never
found it, and neither did his successors.
On the night of Decem ber 31st, in the year 1800, when most
of his countrymen were out celebrating the new year, the Italian
astronomer, Giuseppi Piazzi was carrying out some routine revisions
of a star catalogue. He noted a star that wasn't in the catalogue,
but this didn't surprise him particularly, since the catalogue in
question had many errors. Over the next few nights, he was
impressed by the fact that the star had moved. He thought it
might be a comet. It was none other than Johann Bode himself
who took Piazzi's information and concluded that the object Piazzi
had seen was indeed a planet moving in the famous gap. Piazzi
named the new planet Ceres, and went back to revising the star
catalogue.
.
Imagine the shock that astronomers felt less than two years
later when Wilhelm Olbers discovered a second planet moving in
the gap. He named it Pallas. By the end of the first decade of the
nineteenth century, four planets had been found. And, by the end
of the century, the number was in the hundreds!
Despite the number of minor planets found there, calculations
revealed that none of them was very large. Ceres, the first to be
discovered, held the record as the largest, but it was just 900
kilometers in diameter. Most of them were considerably smaller
than that, many of them being little more than large rocks.

Naturally, the existence of this zone of minor planets or
asteroids, prompted many astronomers to try to solve the mystery
of their existence. How had the minor planets got there? Some
astronomers suggested they were material left over during the
formation of the solar system. Others argued that they were the
shattered remains of a larger planet that once occupied that space.
Let's look at both theories briefly . . .

SCENE FOUR:
THE FORMATION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
PRO J ECTORS: Nebulous material
PRO J ECTORS: Rotating proto-solar
system with prominent planets
crossfade to
PRO J ECTOR: Planets more
prominent
PRO J ECTORS: Nebulous material
fainter

Music up
Fade music under
Narrator

Fade music out

FILM: Ovenden at observatory

CONIC ORRERY: Sun, Mercury,
Venus, Earth

add all CONIC ORRERY
PLANETS

crossfade to
SLIDE: Computer Screen

add
FI LM: Palmer gravitational
simulation

Voice of Ovenden

We believe the planets started to form some four and a half
billion years ago. In the gently swirling vortices of the young solar
system
gravity brought first the large chunks together as
protoplanets. These in turn exerted a gravitational pull on the
smaller bodies until they formed the principal planets. The big
question is whether the asteroids were unable to find a larger
planet to join, or whether they were part of a large planet at one
time? If they were part of a larger planet, then something must
have happened to that body to produce the asteroids. One could
reasonably expect, given the present layout of the solar system,
that a planet between Mars and Jupiter would be of substantial
size. And yet, if we were able to combine all the asteroids in a
single body, that body would have far less material in it than our
own moon. For many years, this was the problem that always
came up, and which condemned any serious discussion of a missing
planet. There simply is not enough material in the asteroid zone to
make up a major planet.
SCENE FIVE:
MICHAEL OVENDEN AND THE KRYPTON THEORY
It wasn't until the summer of 1972, at an international
meeting of astronomers in Cortina, Italy, that the idea of a missing
planet was revived. The author of the new theory was Canadian
astronomer, Dr. Michael Ovenden of the University of British
Columbia in Vancouver . . .
Well, of course, I wasn't originally looking for a missing
planet at all. But I had a colleague who once recorded Kepler's
music of the spheres. I began to think more and more about the
harmonious arrangment of the planets, and this led me to
wondering why the planets are arranged the way they are, and how
they got into their present positions. I had to ask, have they
always been arranged that way, just as Bode's Law and the
Harmony of the Spheres suggests?
According to Newton's Laws of universal gravitation, a mutual
gravitational attraction exists between each and every body in the
universe. But let's ignore the rest of the universe, for now, and
consider only the solar system. In fact, let's just look at three
planets. The changing positions of the three planets with respect to
one another, affect the gravitational pull between them. In other
words, there will be times when the earth is pulled a little closer
to the third. But, of course, things are more complicated than that.
And they become virtually impossible to sort out when we add the
other planets and their gravity.
We have been engaged in studies of the planets for just a few
hundred years, really, and in that short time, a wink of the eye in
the long history of the solar system, we have noticed no apparent
steady change in the planetary orbits. But if we could calculate
back the positions of the planets for millions of years, perhaps
some changes would appear.
.
Dr. Ovenden? ..
Nowadays, we can use electronic computers to do our
calculations for us. Usually, a computer gives us its answers as long
strings of printed numbers. But Leigh Hunt Palmer of Simon Fraser
University in Burnaby has perfected a system of making movie
films directly from the computer.
We can actually see what happens to a set of planets as they
move about in orbits under the gravitational pull of the Sun, but
also pulling each other about with their own gravitational forces.
What we find isn't really very surprising. If two planets come
close together, they affect each other violently. Their orbits change
qUickly, and the planets move rapidly away from each other.
On the other hand, if the orbits are such that the planets do
not come close together, the system will stay like that for a very
long time.
So wouldn't we expect, in Nature, systems of planets
distributed in just such a way that their mutual gravities produced
as little effect as possible? I call such a distribution a Minimum
Interaction Distribution.
----

crossfade to
FILM: Oven den
add
SLIDE: Uranus and Moons (2)
crossfade to
FI LM: Ovenden (continued)
SLIDE: Uranus and Moons with
Minimum Interaction
Distribution (2)
(N.B.-Film ends here)
$UDE:cPlanetsto. _Pluto (2)

crossfade to
SLIDE: Planets to Jupiter (2)

It's all very well to have a principle but one ought to test
whether one's principle is sound and the best way of testing the
principle of minimum interaction distribution is to have a look at
the system of Uranus. Uranus has five moons and ('ve got the
computer here to show us the present orbits of these five moons.
And (lOW I'm going to ask the computer to show me what the
orbits would look like for the minimum interaction distribution.
I wonder if you saw the change. The only change was a very
small shift inwards of the innermost moons. So the present
distribution of the moons of Uranus is almost exactly what the
theory predicts. And one might have expected the same to be true
of the planets, so let's ask the computer to show us the planetary
system as it is today.
This is the planetary system today. Here is the orbit of Pluto.
Notice it goes inside the orbit of Neptune. Here is the orbit of
Uranus, and Saturn and of Jupiter. And all the innermost planets
are crammed near the middle. And that's not very convenient for
us so we're going to expand the picture so that we see only the
planets out to Jupiter.
Here the orbits of the solar system as they are now out to
Jupiter. So there's Mercury, Venus, here's the Earth, there's Mars,
and the big gap, which the asteroids like, and here is the orbit of
Jupiter. Now let's ask what we would expect the planets to,look
like if this principle of least interaction distribution were applied to
the planetary system.
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crossfade to
SLIDE: Planets with M.LD. (2)
crossfade to
SLIDE: Planets 50 million
years ago (2)
crossfade to
PROJECTORS: Asteroids slowly
drifting in space
ZEISS: Stars
ZEISS: Slow daily motion

Narrator
Voice of Ovenden
Music up
Fade music under
Voice of Ovenden

Music up
crossfade to
PANORAMA: Twilight desert scene
PRO j ECTOR: Asteroid streaks down
through sky and disappears behind
mountain
add
Sound of explosion
PROJECTOR: Explosion
Music (faint)
crossfade to
Voice of Ovenden
SLIDE: Arizona meteor crater

ZEISS: stars
PROJECTOR: Meteors

Music up
Fade music under
Narrator
Voice of Ovenden
Fade music out

PANORAMA: Vancouver from
Cypress Bowl

Music up

SLIDE: Comet West

Fade music under
Voice of Ovenden

crossfade to
ZEISS: Stars
ZEISS: Comet

Fade music out

Narrator
crossfade to
SLIDE: Viking orbiter (2)
SLIDE: Martian rivers (2)
crossfade to
SLIDE: Polar Cap (2)
SLI DE: River beds (2)
crossfade to
SLIDE: Clouds on Mars (2)
SLIDE: Rivers of Mars (2)
crossfade to
PANORAMA: Martian water source
ZEISS: Faint stars
LIGHTS: Faint blue sky
crossfade to
ZEISS: Stars
Raise Zeiss

Voice of Ovenden
Narrator
Voice of Ovenden

Music up
Fade music under
Voice of Ovenden

Narrator
Voice of Ovenden

Narrator
Voice of Ovenden
Narrator
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Notice that the main difference is that Mars should be further
out, nearer to Jupiter. So, why is this system not working? Well,
let's have a look at what the computer tells us the situation was in
the solar system a long time ago, let's say 50 million years .ago.
This is the system 50 million years ago, and now there is, in
fact, a planet between Mars and Jupiter.
So there was a planet there after all!
Let's look at some of the evidence. The computer calculation
may not be enough.

The first important evidence is the existence of the asteroids,
of course. We know that many of them are quite irregular in
shape . . . they aren't nice and round like the earth or the moon ..
. and that irregularity suggests they could be fragments. What's
more, not all the asteroids stay in the asteroid zone. Many of them
have highly elongated orbits which bring them in much closer to
the sun. And, unlike the planets which all move in the same plane,
the asteroids move far above and below the orbits of the major
planets. This is exactly what you would expect if they were parts
of a planet that had exploded.
Sometimes the asteroid orbits cross the orbit of the earth.
And if the earth happens to be on that part of its orbit when the
asteroid is there, we can have a collision.

A small asteroid just a few meters across caused the crater in
Arizona. The fact that many similar craters on earth have been
eroded by wind and temperature is a good indication that they
formed a long time ago.

Nowadays, it is a rare event to have a large crater formed but
perhaps a few million years ago, they were more common.
What about the meteors we see on clear nights?
They could be parts of the missing planet too. The meteors
don't reach the surface of the earth. They're too small to survive
the heat of friction when they go through our atmosphere.
Another important bit of evidence concerns the comets. In
the spring of 1976, many people saw Comet West in the sky
before sunrise. Comet West is what we call a long-period comet. Its
orbit is so long that the comet won't be back to the region of the
earth and the sun for many thousands, perhaps millions of years.
Now, although comets look very impressive, they're really just
another form of asteroid. Comets are composed of lumps of
material surrounded by gases which fluoresce, much like neon
lights, when a comet comes close to the sun.
There's an American astronomer, Tom Van Flandern at the
U. S. Naval Observatory who worked back the orbits of a lot of
lon~-period comets like Comet West. just like I worked back the
pOSitions of the planets. And he found that the long period comets
all seemed to come together several million years ago.
And?
And they all seem to intersect in the asteroid zone.
Is there other evidence to support your theory?
Well, this evidence was completely unexpected. Mariner Nine
and the two Viking spacecraft orbiting Mars showed networks of
dry valleys all over the surface of Mars. The experiments conducted
by the Viking landers make it very clear that there's very little
liquid water on Mars today.
The atmospheric pressure is too low. All the H20 on Mars is
locked up as ice in the polar caps or as permafrost. There can also
be water clouds on Mars, and we have pictures of these, too. But
when we look at those dry valleys, we can't avoid the conclusion
that water once flowed on the surface of Mars.
And yet, today, all that water is gone. Now it can't have
changed into ice or clouds too long ago, or the great dust storms
on Mars would have deposited dust and filled up the valleys. So I
think we're looking at a very recent major change.
And what caused that major change?
Well, think back to the Minimum Interaction Distribution of
the planets. Suppose Mars was closer to the sun, when the big
planet was out there between Mars and Jupiter. When that planet
disappeared, Mars may have started to move out to fill the gap.
The surface of Mars became colder and colder, so that the
atmosphere froze out, the pressure dropped, and the liquid water
turr1ed to gas or ice. It fits quite w~IIL actually!
You keep referring to tne missing planet as having been big.
How big?
I think it had about one hundred times the mass of the
earth. That's just a little heavier than Saturn.
But even if we throw in the comets and all the asteroids, we
don't come up with nearly enough material for a planet as big as
the earth, let alone 100 times bigger!
That's true. But that's where Jupiter comes in . . .

PRO j ECTOR: Rising Jupiter

Voice
Music
Fade
Voice

of Oven den
up
music under
of Ovenden

crossfade to
FILM ANIMATION OF:
Jupiter and moon orbits
(as described in script)

Narrator

Voice of Ovenden

crossfade to
BULB IN DOME: Twinkling Krypton

Music up
Fade music under
Narrator
Voice of Ovenden

Narrator
Voice of Ovenden
Fade music out

Narrator
Voice of Ovenden

crossfade to
SLIDE: Old radio
add
ZOOM: Superman

Superman broadcast

crossfade to
PANORAMA: Surface of Krypton
Music enters under voice
add
SPECIAL EFFECTS' FILM'
ETC.: Destruction of
Krypton
crossfade to
STRAND EFFECTS: Swirling gases
crossfade to
ZEISS: Stars

crossfade to
SLIDES: The eight clues from
beginning of show (in Rolleis?)
crossfade to
CONIC ORRERY: Planets
ZEISS ORRERY: Planets
crossfade to
LIGHTS: Blue sky

I think that at one time, Jupiter was somewhat less massive
than it is now. The reason I say that, has to do mainly with its
system of satellites. jupiter has . . . is it fourteen moons or sate.llites,
now? . . at any rate they have arranged themselves in groups or
families. The big moons, the ones that Galileo dis.covered, are in
very stable orbits, but there are two groups of satellites further out
than the Galilean ones, that are not at all stable. Four of them
actually orbit in the opposite direction from the rest. Now, how
can this be?
Once again using gravitational equations we find that it is
impossible for j upiter to capture four moons, place them in
retrograde motion and keep them permanently. They might orb it
Jupiter a few hundred times, but then they would leave. But if,
while Jupiter was tenuously hangins on to some of these outer
moons, Jupiter's mass was suddenly Increased, it would hang on to
its outer satellites forever.
But aren't you dealing in the realm of coincidence? Are you
saying that for a short time Jupiter held on to a few minor moons.
And that during that time the planet between Jupiter and Mars
exploded and that most of its mass b'ombarded Jupiter just in time
to help Jupiter keep its transitory visitors?
Not quite! Rather I would say that the outer moons of Jupiter,
certainly the retrograde satellites, and the main bulk of the
exploded planet all came from the missing planet. It's just that the
outer moon's of Jupiter arrived first.
Based on your theory, Dr. Ovenden, the destruction of the
missing planet must have been a pretty spectacular event. Would
people on earth have seen it?
No, this all took place millions of years ago, long before Man
appeared on Earth. From the evidence of the asteroids and the
comets, from the positions of the planet orbits, and from the
apparent increase in the mass of Jupiter that must have happened
in' order for it to capture some satellites, I think we can be
reasonably certain this did take place. And I think it was around
sixteen million years ago.
What do you suppose caused the planet to explode? After all,
we live on a planet, too. 15 the earth likely to suffer the same
fate?
I don't think so. It turns out that if a planet, is say, eighty
times the mass of the earth, it would be completely solid when
formed. If it is more than two hundred times the mass of the
earth, it is wholly fluid. But in between those limits of eight to
two hundred earth masses, a planet would have a solid core, a solid
crust, but would be fluid in between. And that's nothing less than
a pressure cooker. The radioactivity inside the planet is trying to
get that liquid to expand. So I think it is only planets about one
hundred times the mass of the earth that can explode. And that's
just about the size my orbital calculations have shown the missing
planet to have been.
Dr. Ovenden, do you have a name for the missing planet?
At first, I called it Aztex, to commemorate the University of
Texas where I was when I made some of the basic calculations on
the computer. But then one of my students reminded me of a
popular myth . . .
Faster than an airplane . . . more powerful than a locomotive ..
.impervious to bullets. Up in the sky, look! It's a giant bird, it's a
plane . . . it's Superman!
As we near Krypton, we see high walls and gleaming turrets
and we approach the magnificant temple of Wisdom. There, in the
great hall, Jorell, Krypton's leading man of science, is about to
address a meeting of the planet's governing council. ..
Attention! Attention! Jorell speaks!
Members of the Council! I have completed my solar
calculations, and, much as I dread uttering these words, I have
come to the conclusion Krypton is doomed!
(General noise) Hear him out!
These internal quakes we've been experiencing, these volcanic
eruptions, tidal waves, gas escaping from giant craters, all point to
only one thing, gentlemen . . . Krypton is doomed! Utterly and
finally doomed!

Music up
(General noise)
Fade music under
Narrator
Voice of Ovenden

Do you really believe this theory?
I don't think belief has anything to do with it.
Unfortunately, we have no access to the past, so I can't prove or
disprove my theory. There is a lot of sound evidence that there
was a planet in the space between Mars and Jupiter, and it's one
way of explaining a lot of curious things about the solar system
that we observe today.
But it's as if we were trying to fit the pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle together. We have a few of the pieces, but we don't know
what the final picture will look like. And there are other
astronomers who are working on different jigsaw puzzles and they
want the pieces of my puzzle for theirs. All we can do is keep
working on the evidence, throw out the pieces that don't fit, and
see what the final picture looks like.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *
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EVALUATION: WHERE DOES IT FIT INTO YOUR PLAN
Walter Bisard
PART I -

IN THEORY

Evaluation forms an integral part of your
planetarium's opelation and future. The manner in
which it influences decisions is under your control if
you form an optimistic and positive viewpoint of the
evaluation process. As you recall, Von Del Chamberlain
(The Planetarian Vol. 1, No.2, p. 50) made specific
reference to evaluation of public programming when he
said, "One should not consider the job of preparing a
public program complete until he has evaluated its
success. In this way, he learns items which will
improve later work." This optimistic philosophy can
easily be extended to all aspects of a planetarium's
functions. In this paper, attention will be directed
toward an overview of the place of evaluation in your
planetarium.
How does one even start to. think about
where evaluation fits? One method would be to list all
the things you do ,in your planetarium and then
WHERE DOES EVALUATION FIT IN?

generalize them into a few categories such as public
programming, school programming, astronomical
knowledge and space science resource center,
teacher-in-service activities, public observing programs,
and astronomical research programs. Next, one should
consult your written goals statement, or if it exists
only in the hearts and minds of the staff, write it
down in a few sentences. By taking these two
steps-(what you do and what you should do), you
will be on your way .to gaining some further insights
into where evaluation fits into your operation.
From my perspective, evaluation fits in a
planetarium in four operational methods: matching,
assisting, purchasing, and projecting. These may overlap
to a considerable extent by selecting four "action"
verbs and the groundwork for a dynamical and healthy
attitude toward self-improvement can be laid.
Evaluation can provide directions for a
planetarium by matching ACTIONS and GOALS.
Specifically, the amount of ADVERTISING DOLLARS
can be matched to the ADVERTISING EFFECT by a
simple evaluation process. The PROGRAMS' TOPICS
can be better matched to the AUDIENCE TRAITS by
evaluation. Lastly, the matching of STAFF in terms of
their interests, abilities, and desires in terms of their
a~signments
can be facilitated by utilizing a staff
interview evaluation tool. There are probably other
examples which you can categorize and furthermore
you might also think of other "ve;bs" such a~
focusing, keying, or targeting, in place of matching.
However, the most important basis for utilizing this
category is to have an accurate and current GOALS
STATEMENT.

-------------_.------------------------

MATCHING:

ACTIONS

<E----.-----~

ADVERTISING DOLLARS

PUBLIC
OBSERVTNG
PROGRAMS

-Eo';;;'

GOALS
ADVERTISING EFFECT

PROGRAMS TOPICS <----:> AUDIENCE TRAITS
ST AFF<E--------------,;;;. ASSIGNMENTS
ASSISTING:
COMMUNICATION

RATIONALE

<,----- >SYAF'F,

PUBLIC,
ADMINlsrgATloN,
PROFESSIONAL

DECISIONS<E-~

STAFF

REQUESTS FOR SUPPORT..:e-> PURCHASING

Figure 1
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Figure 2

Evaluation which is consistent and well done
by the planetarium as one of its routine activities can
play a facilitating role in assisting in
COMMUNICATION between the STAFF and the
PU BLlC, ADMINISTRATION, and PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS in planetarium educatio_n and
astronomy.

One of the most important results
evaluating your activities is that it facilitates
projecting of the future by accurate and
planning. The present times in astronomy and
science are very exciting to be experiencing
they are certainly a transition period to the move
space by Earth-bound civilizations. The space shuttle
only a preliminary step into "near
and development, while discoveries in astronomy
stars,
more about the evolution of
planetary systems. The role of planetariums must
well defined in order for them to be leaders in
education concerning the exciting
knowledge about it unfolds in our
space explorations.
Some of the virtues of evaluation may
summarized by considering the ten letters of the
EV ALUATION:
SUMMARY

I

E

COMMUNICATION

I

V

A

INISTRATION

L
U

!J..NITY OF PURPOSE

T
INVESTMENTS

o

ING THE

N

BERS

Figure 3

Figure 5

Evaluation can assist in rational decisions
by the staff and can also provide SUPPORT for
PURCHASING equipment. This equipment may be
expensive, such as a new star projector or a
mini-computer, necessitating a very thorough
justification. However, the purchasing of smaller items
and the entire budgeting process can be made simpler
by identifying goals and directions and then making a
priority list of equipment and supplies in light of the
goal .statement.
PURCHASING:
WHEN GOALS ARE WRITTEN DOWN AND
ACTIONS PERIODICALLY EVALUATED
PURCHASING NEW EQUIPMENT OR SPACE
BECOMES A MATTER OF PRIORITIZING
EQUIPMENT AND NEEDS WITH REGARD TO
THE PLANETARIUM'S GOAL STATEMENT.
PROJ ECTING:
PLANNING

FUTURE

Figure 4

Evaluation is inEvitable and if it it is
done internally, consistently, and objectively) it
can be of great Value since it facilitiates
targeting of resources to goals. Administration
support can be encouraged by doing your own
internal evaluation, and this provides a basis for
better communication and, hopefully) support.
Evaluation can help improve the efficiency of
your Labors and also provide a Unity of purpos~
for all members of the planetarium team. Action
toward new equipment, supplies, or
improvements can be expedited by an effective
evaluation study. Carefully designed evaluation
will not waste your Time and will be worth
your Investments in effort and fiscal support.
Finally, evaluation can either provide a basis for
change, or for Opening the door for us to do a
more efficient and effective educational mission
for our regular planetarium audience. In addition
it will increase their Numbers.

PART II -

Program Time _ _ _

Exhibit
Name

IN PRACTICE

Child

Student

Date

Adult

Total

AOH Analysis: An Empirical Approach to Evaluating
Your Exhibit
INTRODUCTION
-

The exhibits in your planetarium display area
have a potential for motivating or teaching a particular
science theme. Furthermore, the display area of a
planetarium usually occupies quite a large floor space,
and demands a significant amount of staff attention.
Simple evaluation techniques exist, which if regularly
utilized would provide direct feedback on the
effectiveness and efficiency of the exhibits in the
display area. This part of the paper examines one
method of evaluating aM exhibit.
The planetarium exhibit must be naturally
accessible to the patrons as they wait before admission
to the chamber, or even after the planetarium
program. Furthermore, the exhibit materials and their
arrangement should be attractive to gain and hold the
interest of the patron. The three factors (AOH) of
accessibility (A), attention obtainer (0), and attention
holder (H) must act simultaneously to achieve the
display's objective of motivating or teaching with
regard to a particular astronomical concept.
A small project was initiated at Abrams
Planetarium on one weekend to evaluate the exhibits
on the basis of attention by the public program
patrons. Attention was determined only by physical
presence in front of an exhibit. No attempt was made
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0
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3
1
0
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0
0
0
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0
0
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0
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Exhibit Viewer Totals
Weekend Totals from Ticket Sales
Analysis
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2.
3.
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7.
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9.
10.

II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Sales Counter
Meteorites in Michigan
Moon and Apollo
Abrams Aerial Survey
Merlin, Gottrup Globe, Prehistory Man, Chinese Ast.
World Globe
Graphic Time Table
Logo Contest
Egyptian Astronomy
Spitz Planetarium Model
Astronomy Stamps
Sunrise /Sunset
Lens Making
Solar Eclipse Painting
Newspaper Clippings
Planetary Positions (En trance)
Brass Telescope
Apollo Spacesuit
Gadgets and Books for Sale

Figure 6

to evaluate previous learning, previous interest, or
learning (due to the exhibit) by the individuals.
Randomization was used in selecting the exact time to
count the patrons in front of each exhibit. This
random tally was atte~pted three times before each
program of the children, students, and adults on a
weekend for The Last Question public program.
Abrams Planetarium offers' six public programs every
weekend at 8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday evenings and at 2:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. on
Sunday afternoon. Because of the suspected
homogeneity of audience traits, the study grouped the
audience types into 8 :00 p.m., 10:00 p.m., and
Sunday programs.
The evaluator selected three random times to
count the people per exhibit, and also attempted to
classify them as child, student, or adult. Photography
could have been utilized to reduce the errors and time
of this technique. A tally sheet was filled out by the
evaluator in which the exhibits are listed in locational
order for ease of scanning, counting, and classifying
the evaluator.

Results of Exhibit Study

FIGURE 7:
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The results are shown for this study in Figure
7 in which the tabulations are summarized also with
respect to program time. In addition, the total number
of children, students, and adults from ticket sale
records are listed in the tabulation along with the
percentage of exhibit viewers versus the total program
population.
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Figure 8 - Exhibit Location

----------------------It was quickly discovered that data for the
10:00 p.m. programs was very difficult to obtain for
the following reasons: The 10:00 p.m. programs are
usually near-capacity crowd and the tickets are only
general admission. Thus the "crowd psychology"
dictated that a line of people form at least th irty
minutes before the chamber doors opened with the
result that very few people ventured out of line to
view an exhibit for fear of losing their place in line.
A similar crowd psychology also operated at the 8:00
p.m. and Sunday programs but took place. only about
five minutes before the chamber doors were opened.
Therefore, the exhibit area is completely wasted for
the 10:00 p.m. shows on the basis of accessibility
utilizing the AOH analysis.
Interpretation of the data in Figure 7 (with
or without the miniscule 10:00 p.m. data) easily
identifies those exhibits which are the "best" according
to the AOH analysis. Most popular is the large rotating
Rand-McNally earth globe (Exhibit 6) depicting
seasonal variatIOns of sunlight. It has a central
location, large size, movement, and special lighting to
rank quite high in AOH. The Apollo spacesuit (exhibit
18) has a· very good location and is easily seen from
all directions since it is in a glass display case. The
Lens Making display (exhibit 13) is third in popularity
with a very poor location indicating that the
"obtaining" and "holding" interest qualities are quite
high. The fourth ranked exhibit of Meteorites in
Michigan (exhibit 2) has a good location near the
restrooms and drinking fountain with a rotating display
p·latform contributing to its basic popularity. A set of
exhibits which place in the middle group of popularity

were large Logo Contest display (exhibit 8), the small
Sunrise/Sunset or Geochrone display which was located
too high for children to see (exhibit 12), the sales
counter (exhibit 1), the astronomical stamp collection
located in a poor location (exhiqit 11), and
Abrams Aerial survey display located next to
Blacklight Gallery entrance (exhibit 4). Finally,
after several checks, some exhi bits were judged not
be very useful, such as the Old Spitz Planetarium
model (exhibit 10), the Alvin Clark telescope
17), the paintings of Merlin, Prehistoric Man,
Globe, and the Chinese Astronomy photograph (exhibtt
Egyptian Astronomy (exhibit 9), eclipse sequence
painting (exhibit 14), Graphic Time Table (exhibit
planetary positions (exhibit 16), and the newspaper
clipping bulletin board (exhibit 15). The exhibits
which scored low, but probably due more to their
accessibility, were the newspaper clippings, the
astronomical stamp collection display, and
planetary position display in the outside entrance
corridor. The exhibits which would probably have
scored low regardless of location were the exhibits
8, 9, and 14 as described above.
What are some overall conclusions for other
planetarians to consider from this small study? It is
obvious that appropriate physical movement and
lighting helped the globe, meteorites, and
exhibits and these could probably help other exhibits.
Furthermore, exhibits can be made too complicated
for the average planetarium vISitor, such as the
planetary positions exh i bit. Most important is that
other exhibits which scored low could be
altered by a more dramatic and interesting graphics
the exhibit itself. A solution to the problems raised
by the "crowd psychology" at full seating
times might include roped line guides so as to channel
the patrons directly past the exhibits.
These interpretations and other more
and detailed suggestions were formulated on the basis
of spending just a few minutes of time before
public program on one weekend. In addition,
evaluator also had the opportunity to watch and listen
to people as they viewed the exhibits, which in most
cases supported the above interpretations. One can
modify this technique to just watching people and
listening to their comments in the exhibit area before
they are admitted to the chambers. Also one may
want to perform this simple counting technique after
the public program.
Regardless of the techniques utilize-d, more
emphasis should be placed on making your exhibits
improve their AOH rating through evaluation,
relocation, modification of lighting and movement
capabilities, and attention "obtainer" graphics, all
coupled with high quality and well-organized
educational messages. It must be emphasized that
several of the exhibits which scored the lowest in the
Abrams survey could easily be maJified since
each contain interesting material for some fraction of
the planetarium's audience, but fail to get the
attention of the patron because of accessibility or
simple design flaws. This kind of study can assist your
Continued on page 16,
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How many times have you ever wished you could
move a projectioo across the dome? With a minimal
amount of capital, you can have a number of moving
slide projectors (or at least projections). Assembly of
this lateral motion motorized mirror is very simple and
quick. Once the materials are in front of you, it should
take less than a half hour.
The motor should be a one-revolution per minute
(R.P.M.) or less. I would recommend a one-half R.P.M.
SYNCHRON clock motor No. 60,791 from Edmund
Scientific Co. for $9.95. I know that there are many
surplus stores where you can buy motors for under
$1.00. However, the Edmund motors include the hub
that goes on the shaft of the motor and the power
cord. So unless you're ready to turn out a Yt inch hub
on a lathe, and find a 6-foot power cord, I would
suggest the Edmund motor.
The stand, also from Edmund's (No. 71,118,
$3.95) should be bent 90 0 about 2Y:z inches up from
the base. Now attach the motor to the stand using the
motor slots already milled in it. The hardware for this
step actually comes with the stand.
As for a mirror, I would recommend Edmund No.
40,042 which is a 4 x 5 inch front surface mirror that
costs $3.00. Be advised that there is a green skin
covering the easily scratchable mirror surface which
should be kept on until assembly is complete and the
effect ready to use.

Mirror
No. 40042

nut
L Bracket

% Inch hole

% R.P.M. Motor
No. 60791

Stand
No. 71118
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to Motorize

To attach the mirror to the motor hub you
to buy a small L bracket from the local hardware
(about $.20). A Yt inch hole should be drilled into
bracket as close to the bend as possible without
into the bend. Epoxy the other side of the bracket
drilled) to
one without the Yt inch hole you
back of the mirror. Use "five minute" epoxy and wait
ten minutes or until you can't move the bracket. After
the cement has hardened, simply
the mirror
bracket assembly onto the Yt inch motor hub
tighten the included wing nut.
Total
is under $20.00.

Not all of us do things the easy way by using low
voltage D. C. and digital dimmer? Some of us use 1
VAC and must make the most of that.
Now, how abo.ut a 117 VAC vertical motorized
mirror that you can control! In other words,
lunar module coming out of orbit and landing on
moon. As it gets closer to your moon pan it slows until
it touches down ever so gently. This effect can be
relatively inexpensively using service voltages. It takes
about $40 and an evening of your time.
First, I strongly recommend HERBACH &
RADEMAN '5 reversible gearmotor No. R8-018.
catalog shows a price of $26.10. For those of you
I
are unfamiliar with HERBACH &
you get on their mailing list for their catalogs entitled
This Month. Besides motors, electrical equipment
lenses, they also have gauges, blowers and auto
not to mention VTR's and timers. In other
handle almost everything that is fun to play with. Their
PA 19134.
address: 40'1 East Erie
Next, cut a "two
four" at
45 0 angle, and
drill a 5/16" hole in the center of one of the
sides. The motor shaft will go in this hole. If
fancy, you can drill a hole through the motor shaft and
drive a pin through the wood and into the shaft, or if
you're not fancy, pour epoxy down the hole
carefully insert the motor shaft making sure that none
of the epoxy gets into the bearings.
and
Mount the motor on a base to add
to raise the mirror to the right height.
Next, epoxy a front surface mirror onto the
hypotenuse of your wooden triangle. Edmund's No.
40,042, for $3.00, will do nicely. Please note that this
vertical rise system will cause the slide to turn as
rises. This is an unavoidable problem with this type of
system, however, it certainly isn't objectionable for most
applications.
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Motor

A lateral or horizontal motion requires the motor
to be mounted upright. However, when you mount the
motor this way, you will find that it will be taller than
an ektographic. So, either you raise the projector or
you lower the mirror. Lowering the mirror requires the
use of pulleys and a belt drive as the mirror must be
mounted onto a shaft next to the motor with its
motion transferred to the mirror shaft. It certainly isn't
difficult to do things this way, but for me it was easier
raising the projector.
The "dimming" circuit (see diagram) that controls
the motor uses what RADIO SHACK calls a Quadrac. It
is essentially two SCR's (silicon controlled rectifiers) and
two trigger diodes back to back.· Electrical reasoning
says that you can't use an SCR on an inductive motor.
Then again there is nothing reasonable about

planetariums. The circuit will control this motor, but
don't expect any torque out of it. It will turn a mirror
but that is about ail. Also care must be taken to
protect the circuit from other dimmers as electronic
"noise" can trigger the quadrac. A metal box helps but
distance helps a lot more.
'
So what you have here is a simple, no
rather ugly motorized mirror mount. With a little care
this auxiliary will add dimension to static slide shows
for years to come.
By the way, as this issue goes to press, I have not
as yet had any takers concerning my challenge for
anyone out there to send in a description of an
inexpensive Binary Star projector. If you've made one,
or have .another pet project you would like to rlc..orr.hn
don't be bashful; send it in! This is your column!
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